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BUILDINGS
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“Dalt vila” (literally “Upper town”) is the 
name given to the old town of Ibiza. 
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The city walls 
were constructed 
in the 16th century 
to defend the 
town from pirate 
attacks.

Since 1999, “Dalt 
vila” is known as a 
World Cultural 
Heritage by 
UNESCO.
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Typical buildings in “Dalt vila” were made of a Typical buildings in “Dalt vila” were made of a 
mixture of sand, water, stone, lime and calcium, mixture of sand, water, stone, lime and calcium, 
and that is why we conserve “Dalt vila”, even and that is why we conserve “Dalt vila”, even 
though it was constructed a long time ago.though it was constructed a long time ago.
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The new city has grown 
by the harbour , and it is 
called the Eixample
("extension").
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The new city is full of luxury 
buildings, especially hotels, 
flats and apartments. You 
can also find famous discos 
known worldwide there, e.g. 
“Pacha”.

● Ibiza Gran Hotel
● Pacha Hotel
● Boas de Ibiza 
● Hotel Argos
● Destino

... and so on
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Comparison

Old buildings

● Calcium, lime, 
stone, sand, water

● Natural colours

● No planned 
structure

New buildings

● Bricks, concrete, 
marmor

● Variety of colours

● Organized and 
structured
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→ → Old vs. New Old vs. New 
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...Countries/Buildings...
Norway Netherlands

Poland Germany
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...Countries/Buildings...
Norway Netherlands

Poland Germany

●Made out of wood
●Often stand alone houses
●Very well isolated 
●Lots of space (200m2)
●Fireplace

●Made of stones 
●Houses are mostly attached
●Lots of houses still of the 
Middle Ages in the center
●Old buildings and modern 
buildings

●Tenement houses in the Old Town 
with relief embellishments 
●New housing estates – terraced or 
detached houses under slanting roof, 
in subdued colours with small garden 
●Multistorey blocks of flats from 80s. 

●Mostly build of bricks
●Countryside: houses
●City: flats
●In contrast to Ibiza, the roofs in 
Germany are not flat
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Conclusion
→ in every, the buildings and their structures 
changed a lot

→ especially in the last century, we could 
realize a positive development with regard to 
durability
  
→ even though we took a look at different 
countries, and there were small differences, 
the main idea of building houses is quite 
similar
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Conclusion

→ We realized  that houses are  adapted to 
the climatic  and economic requirements , 
that is why you can not say a common 
conclusion in general.
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Thank you for your attention !


